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W3C/OGC Spatial data on the Web

• **Spatial Data on the Web Interest Group**
  – Part of Joint W3C/OGC Organizing Committee
  – Develop vocabularies and best practices that encourage better sharing of spatial data on the Web;
  – Identify areas where standards should be developed jointly by both W3C and OGC
  – [https://github.com/w3c/sdw](https://github.com/w3c/sdw)

• Past Deliverables
  – Spatial Data on the Web Best Practices
  – Time Ontology in OWL
  – Semantic Sensor Ontology
Spatial Data on the Web Interest Group GitHub repo

- Repo is used for developing editors drafts of the Interest Group's deliverables and related resources.
- References
  - Group homepage
  - SDW Strategy Funnel
  - SDW Projects
  - OGC Technology Trends
  - Intro for new members
- Comments are welcome as issues raised against this repository, or via the public-sdw-comments@w3.org